TRIBUTE LETTER FROM MAGGIE SCARLETT

It is with a sense of pride and extreme gratitude that this Annual Report of the National Museum of Wildlife Art of the United States is dedicated to its founders, Bill and Joffa Kerr. Their 1987 gift of over three hundred masterpieces of art focused on the genre of wildlife was only the beginning of their stunning contributions to the Museum. During the ensuing years, they have stood at the helm of this institution and provided the vision, knowledge, and leadership that caused it to be recognized by an act of Congress as the United States’ premier museum of wildlife art; grow its permanent collection to include more than 5,000 pieces of fine art; and build and move into a dedicated, award-winning 52,000-square-foot building. The latter is modeled after a medieval Scottish castle but seamlessly blends into the Wyoming landscape from its perch overlooking the National Elk Refuge.

One wonders if, like the renowned German-American artist Carl Rungius, whose paintings have formed the core of the Museum’s collection from its founding, the Kerrs’ hearts belonged to the West after their first visit to Wyoming in the 1970s. It was here that their goal of sharing their art (and all that it symbolized) with a greater community became a reality.

At the dedication of the new Museum building in 1994, Bill Kerr remarked, “May [the NMWA] long serve those who come to this place in search of the wild, the natural, the forgotten, and the serene.”

As the Museum moves towards its 40th anniversary in 2027, its achievements resonate with Bill’s statement: an annual visitation of tens of thousands of people, highly acclaimed education and research programs, stunning exhibitions, and expansive community outreach.

In 1994, when the doors of the new building opened, a plaque with the following message from Museum Trustees, Staff, Volunteers, and Members was installed. Its message is timeless:

“To Bill and Joffa Kerr,
With gratitude for your uncommon vision and effort to enrich our world, our community, and our lives.”

Sincerely,
Maggie Scarlett, Trustee Emerita
LETTERS FROM THE CHAIRMAN & DIRECTOR

It is with great delight that this inaugural Annual Report for the National Museum of Wildlife Art of the United States is presented.

Through the vision of its founding members, the Museum was created in 1987. In 2008, by order of Congress, “of the United States” was added to our moniker. Today our permanent collection of more than 5,000 pieces is the world’s premier assemblage of wildlife art. The Museum enriches and inspires appreciation and knowledge of humanity’s relationship with nature; it educates visitors about this art genre and connects them to the splendor of the natural world.

The accomplishments of this fiscal year stand on the shoulders of the Museum’s founders who poured their unbridled passion for wildlife art, along with untold hours of work, into the institution. That, along with the subsequent progress of Staff and Trustees, has elevated the Museum to the world class institution it is today. Bucking a nationwide trend of declining traffic, our organization is proud to announce visitor growth this year.

Our endowment has also grown. Due largely to generous contributions from our patrons, as well as sound financial council, the Board is elated to report 60 percent growth over the past two years. We deeply thank our supporters, large and small, for their vision in contributing to this dynamic institution.

Artwork from our permanent collection has traveled the country and the world this fiscal year, increasing the scope of the Museum’s leadership. With masterpieces on display in Germany, and a Memorandum of Understanding signed in the People’s Republic of China, the genre to which we are dedicated is gaining international appreciation.

In Jackson, our exhibits continue to sizzle. We recently hosted Herb Alpert, who installed 12 of his spectacular sculptures on our Sculpture Trail overlooking the National Elk Refuge. These unique creations hint of wildlife in smoke-like plumes. Ironically, the “Wildlife Museum Fire,” ignited by lightning near the Museum this past summer, happened only weeks after Alpert’s visit. Thanks to outstanding staff and professional firefighting response, the Museum and its artwork were saved.

One of the valley’s greatest challenges is hiring talented employees. Throughout our organization, we employ the best creative talent in our industry. We are excited to continue to bring fresh talent to our team. As Trustee Emerita Maggie Scarlett said, “At the end of the day, it’s our people who make the Museum succeed.”

The Museum has had an excellent fiscal year and is poised for an exciting new era of growth and education.

Sincerely,

Scott Kirkpatrick, Chairman of the Board

Since its inception in 1987, the Museum has been recognized as a leading institution for the collection, interpretation, display, and conservation of some of the world’s finest wildlife artwork. Over the past 33 years, our permanent collection has grown tremendously. We have added significant paintings, sketches, archival materials, and sculptures; 20 of the latter are permanent installations on a three-quarter-mile Sculpture Trail built in 2010.

We appreciate those who have gone before us, laying a solid foundation and creating an atmosphere that enhances the opportunities for individuals to interact with wildlife and nature through art. Ongoing support in the form of contributions, sponsorships, grants, and membership plays a key role in how the Museum operates today—always striving for excellence and seeking to provide a unique opportunity for individuals to reflect on and interact with the wildlife portrayed in the pieces in our collection.

On behalf of the Museum Staff, Board, and Volunteers, we thank those who have provided the financial support needed to achieve and advance our mission, vision, and core values. The Museum would not have the same reach or impact without your support. I invite you to visit the Museum and experience the difference your financial support has made—in our facilities, programs, and artwork, both inside our magnificent building and on our Sculpture Trail.

May each of us reflect on how the decisions we make in our own lives impact wildlife and nature.

Sincerely,

Steve Seamons, Director
THOMAS D. MANGELSEN: A LIFE IN THE WILD

CLOCKWISE FROM THE TOP:
Thomas D. Mangelson, Gentle Giant, 2003, Fujiflex Crystal Archive Print Framed. 50 x 70 inches.
Joe Riis photograph, courtesy Buffalo Bill Center of the West, Cody, Wyoming, USA.

LIVING LEGENDS: DISCOVERING THE MASTERS OF WILDLIFE ART

INVISIBLE BOUNDARIES: EXPLORING YELLOWSTONE’S GREAT ANIMAL MIGRATIONS, CREATED BY THE BUFFALO BILL CENTER OF THE WEST
Exhibits are at the core of the Museum’s mission “to impart knowledge and inspire appreciation of humanity’s relationship with wildlife and nature through art and education.” Because of our generous donors, each year the Museum is able to complement its 5,000-piece permanent collection with important and engaging temporary exhibits. The 2018-19 exhibit season was a grand success.

**ART ON THE MOVE**

In 2019, pieces from the Museum’s permanent collection were loaned to Frankfurt, Germany’s Schirn Kunsthalle (seven Wilhelm Kuhnert paintings) and the Ukrainian Museum in New York City (ten Andy Warhol silkscreen prints). The Museum’s Joffa Kerr Chief Curator of Art Dr. Adam Harris co-curated the exhibit at the latter, *Andy Warhol: Endangered Species*.

**COLLECTORS CIRCLE 20TH ANNIVERSARY, 1998-2018**

This exhibit was curated to celebrate the rich history of acquisitions by this special NMWA membership group as it marked its 20th anniversary. Since it began, Collectors Circle has helped the Museum acquire over 100 works of art for the permanent collection. The exhibit showed pieces from every year and also the diverse range of artwork the Collectors Circle has acquired, including Rosa Bonheur’s *Chamois Mother and Baby* (a gift from the 2003 Collectors Circle), John James Audubon’s *Virginia Opossum*, which was the first work purchased by the Collectors Circle (in 1998), and Albrecht Durer’s *Saint Jerome Penitent in the Landscape* (1998 Collectors Circle).

“The works purchased by Collectors Circle represent the broader collecting goals of the Museum,” said Dr. Adam Harris, the Museum’s Joffa Kerr Chief Curator of Art. “Included are paintings, sculptures, and prints ranging from historic masterworks to the best in contemporary art. All acquisitions further the Museum’s mission to explore humanity’s relationship with nature through art.”


**INVISIBLE BOUNDARIES: EXPLORING YELLOWSTONE’S GREAT ANIMAL MIGRATIONS, CREATED BY THE BUFFALO BILL CENTER OF THE WEST**

This extraordinary interdisciplinary exhibit combined science and art to explore the meaning of wildlife migrations in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, which the Museum sits in the middle of. It garnered the highest number of sponsors (26) in NMWA history.

**KIDS COLLECT**


**THOMAS D. MANGELSEN: A LIFE IN THE WILD**

This retrospective exhibit of legacy images by Jackson Hole-based photographer Thomas D. Mangelsen took viewers on a round-the-world adventure from Alaska to Antarctica, Manitoba, Amboseli National Park (Kenya), India, and Grand Teton National Park.

**LIVING LEGENDS: DISCOVERING THE MASTERS OF WILDLIFE ART**

Dr. Adam Harris, the Museum’s Joffa Kerr Chief Curator of Art said *Living Legends: Masters of Wildlife Art* featured artwork that “established the artistic foundation upon which the Museum’s heralded collection has been built.”

**STUDENT EXHIBITS**

**ONLINE STUDENT EXHIBIT**

Forty-eight local students worked with Museum educators to create sketches and paintings inspired by the exhibit *Thomas D. Mangelsen: A Life in the Wild*.

**STATE OF THE ART: STUDENT ART SHOW**

The 2019 theme of this annual show for students in kindergarten through 12th grade was “Dreamscapes.” It featured almost 400 artworks and included a video installation for the first time.

**MAN-MADE BEASTS**

The theme of the 2019 annual student-curated show was “Man-Made Beasts.” Jackson Hole High School juniors Kendyl Gersten, Lucy Kimmel, and Aspen Waldron created an exhibit with artwork by more than 50 students.
During the most recent fiscal year, thanks to its donors, staff, and volunteers, the Museum offered 220 educational programs attended by more than 5,500 local and visiting adults and children. Included in these programs are school tours, artist workshops, photography symposiums, in-gallery concerts, student art exhibitions, and Sneak Peek exhibition previews for adults.

EXPANDING OUTREACH
Today, more than 30 percent of Teton County’s population is Hispanic. The Museum has begun to engage this part of the local community by translating permanent collection interpretive labels, select website pages, and the “Did You Hear That” Museum audio tour into Spanish. We also host evening sessions for Spanish speaking families.

PERMANENT COLLECTION AUDIO TOUR
The Curatorial and Education Departments created “Exploring Wildlife Art,” an audio guide to the Museum’s reinterpreted permanent collection.

BISONCAST
With financial assistance from the Tony Greene Memorial Art Education Fund, the Museum’s Education Department began planning for a series of short videos; each episode will highlight art from the permanent collection.

PAINTING FOR SENIORS
Andrew Kneeland, the Museum’s Lillian Thomason Gemar Education Intern, led a six-week painting class for 15 seniors from the Senior Center of Jackson Hole. The class filled to capacity and was extended due to demand.

DOCENTS
Volunteer docents gave 141 pre-scheduled tours (to 2,630 people) in the Museum’s galleries. Coordinator of Volunteer Resources Rachel Smith successfully recruited eight new docents.
**Awards**

Matt Forsythe won the annual **Bull Bransom Award** for his illustrations in *The Gold Leaf*, written by Kirsten Hall and published by Enchanted Lion Books.

**$4,000 Art Leadership Scholarship** was awarded to Corah Pitman Miller in honor of Dick Jennings.

**Two Scholarships** (each a $2,500 value) were awarded to teens Elise Malterre and Thomas Mercer to attend the annual Photography at the Summit Workshop at the Museum.

---

**DID YOU KNOW?**

- Visitors to our Children’s Discovery Gallery sculpt **29 Pounds of Clay Annually**

- During a service project, teens from Massachusetts’ Becket Chimney Corners YMCA **Weeded the Sculpture Trail and Adjacent Areas**.

- 45 percent of visitors surveyed said the point of **Wildlife Art is to Promote Ecological Conservation and Preservation**

---

The NMWA is the **First Museum in Wyoming** to offer Spanish translations of all permanent collection artwork labels.
EVENTS

WESTERN VISIONS®

PLEIN AIR FEST, ETC.

MIX'D MEDIA

BLACKTAIL GALA
Museum events offer not only education, entertainment, and outreach for locals and visitors, but also allow donors the opportunity to be a part of exciting fundraising efforts that support the Museum and its permanent collection.

ANNUAL EVENTS

PLEIN AIR FEST, Etc.
Held every June, Plein Air Fest, Etc. launches the Museum’s summer season and highlights the Sculpture Trail. About fifty artists participate; each creates a complete plein air painting in one day. The pieces are auctioned off via silent bid in the early afternoon. 2018’s Best in Show award went to painter Bill Sawczuk, who has work in the Museum’s permanent collection.

WESTERN VISIONS®
The Western Visions® Show & Sale is the Museum’s biggest fundraiser and draws artists and collectors from around the world. It is held during the Jackson Hole Fall Arts Festival. Annually, Western Visions® recognizes four artists for particularly outstanding work. In 2018 painter William Alther won the Red Smith Award for Forage Interrupted. John Seery-Lester’s Ice Pack won the People’s Choice Award. Robert Glen won the Trustee’s Purchase Award for his bronze sculpture Three Greater Kudu, which is now part of the Museum’s permanent collection. George Boorujy won the Bob Kuhn Sketch Award for African Wild Dogs.

BLACKTAIL GALA
Contemporary artworks acquired for the Museum’s permanent collection in 2019 at this annual February event included: the video installation Animal Land by Lauren Strohacker and Kendra Sollars; Allison Leigh Smith’s The Common Thread; Penelope Gottlieb’s Hemerocallis fulva; and Julie Buffalohead’s Six Pack Colonialism.

ONGOING EVENTS

FIRST SUNDAYS
On the first Sunday of every month the Museum offers free admission for Jackson Hole and Teton Valley locals. During the winter, this day includes family-friendly programming and kid-approved activities inspired by current exhibits.

MIX’D MEDIA
Held almost monthly, Mix’d Media nights offer free participatory and interactive programming thematically connected to a new exhibit, and Museum galleries are open late.

YOGA ON THE TRAIL
Teachers from several valley yoga studios lead free, weekly yoga classes on the Museum’s Sculpture Trail between mid-July and late-August. Classes are B.Y.O.M. (bring your own mat).
FINANCE & OPERATIONS
Fiscal Year May 1, 2018 – April 30, 2019

REVENUE FY 2019
- 57% Contributions & Sponsorship
- 13% Investment Change
- 8% Western Visions Sales
- 7% Admissions Sales
- 6% Museum Shop Sales
- 4% Facility Rental & Other
- 4% Memberships
- 39% Exhibits, Collections & Curatorial
- 15% Management & General
- 10% Educational/Volunteer/Intern Programs
- 10% Western Visions
- 8% Fundraising
- 6% Museum Shop - Cost Of Goods Sold
- 5% Marketing
- 3% Admissions
- 2% Facility Rental & Other
- 2% Membership

EXPENSES FY 2019

FINANCIAL POSITION

ASSETS
- Cash & Equivalents $2,564,546
- Investments $581,715
- Inventory $127,734
- Receivables $35,470
- Prepaid Expenses $47,906
- Long-Term Investments $20,741,394
- Beneficial Interest in Remainder Trust $1,726,767
- Property & Equipment $11,665,796
- TOTAL ASSETS $37,491,328

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

LIABILITIES
- Accounts Payable $245,724
- Accrued Expenses $92,689

NET ASSETS
- Undesignated $12,039,929
- Board Designated Reserves $669,220
- Board Designated Endowments $3,334,658
- Donor Endowment & Accumulated Earnings $19,133,504
- Other Donor Restricted Assets $1,975,604
- TOTAL LIABILITIES & NET ASSETS $37,491,328

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS FOR THE YEAR $872,699
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Sae Nee Lee & Kevin Apel
Mary Akin
Libby Alcorn
Sue & M.J. Allin
William Ather
Emily Ambler
Ravel Ammen
Barbara Andersen
Phyliss Anderson
Sheri & Steve Andrews
Grace & Harry Arnold
Cathy Aronson & Jeff Wilson
Leon Ault
Steven Aust
Kristi Austin
Judith Austin
Ann Marie Babb
Susan & Ben Bailey
Grace & Mark Baker
Sharon & Robert Baker
Kay & Brandon Baker
Geral Balciar
Ann & William Balderston
Deann & Al Baldwin
Jennifer & Eric Balsia
Jean Barash
Daii Barbour
Dadie & Princeton Bardwell
Debbie & Randy Barker
Barbara Barker
Jessica Barkdale
Lee Barlow
Deborah & Scott Barnum
Susan & Daniel Barr
Catherine & Eric Barr
Dave Barrett
Margi Barrie
Maureen & Michael Barry
Harry Bauer
Nancy & Phil Baxter
Nanette Bean
Josh Beck
DONORS

FISCAL YEAR MAY 1, 2018 – APRIL 30, 2019

Jane Johnston
Donna Marie & John Joity
Rosemary & Thomas Jones
Camille Jones
Cherie Janke
LeAnna & Thomas Jordan
Jean & Pete Jorgensen
Betsy & George Kallop
Jeanne Bertino Kanarowski & Stanley Kanarowski
Dale & Jay Kaplan
Elizabeth Karabatsos
Anna Mae & Robert Kass
Robin & Jo Keeler
Paul Keenan
Gary Keimig
Ann Keller
Linda Kellogg
Ann Kellogg
Donna Kelsey
Kelsey Kenfield
Sandra & Terry Kenster
Kirsten & Peter Kern
Charlotte Kidd
Charlotte & John Kimberlin
Karin King
Fred Kingwill
Bruce Walker & Nadia Kinnel
Lee & Roger Kintzel
Jeanne & Roger Kirkpatrick
Peter Kioling
Jean & Jim Kitchen
Jim Kleine
Diane & Robert Klemme
Mary Lou & Richard Klene
Katy & Thomas Klotz
Bill Klyn
Tom Knauss
Tracy Ann & Kenneth Knauss
Sheila Tintera
Manjola Koci
Gary Kofinas
Pamela & Larry Kohn
Carolyn Kollegger
Kathleen & Bob Kotscher
Debbie & Bob Kopp
Herb Korthoff
Christine L. Kosiak
Martha Ann Pittard & Allan Kropf
Patricia Krause
Cathy & David Krinsky
Deborah Kritis
Jennifer Kronberger
Kay & Jack Kroupka
Helen & Max Kudar
Judith Wish & Steve Kuney
Dale Kupfer
Sarah Lacy
Kerry Lam
Stephanie & Peter Lamelas
Michael Laminik
Joan & George Lammers
Lisa & Ian Landsis
William Lang
Patricia Roser & Andrew Langford
Gail & Gordon Lancom
Ann & Stephen Laubach
K.C. & Stephen Lauck
Elaine Lavigne
Patricia & Michael Lein
Cheryl & David Lawrence
Earle Lysier
Carol & Robert Leasure
Heidi & Phil Leeds
Valerie & George LeFebre
Sharron & Thomas Leggett
Helen & Michael Lehmann
Patricia & Peter Lenz
Rhea C. Lewis
Walter Lewis
Beverly & George Ley
Elizabeth Libby
Iris Lenthedahl
Karen & Pierce Linaweaver
Jennie & Douglas Lincoln
James Linehan
Elain Linn
Jim Little
Katheleen Logan
Maureen Bolton & Edwin Lojeski
Edward Long
Katsye Long
Pamela & Salvador Longo
Anne & Steve Louis
Joseph Low
Katherine & Phillip Lowe
Stephanie & Sam Luning
Dave Lucas
Joan Lucas
Paula & Peter Lunder
Samuel Lutz
Ellen & Frank Lusk
Bowdon Lusk
Sarah & Travis Lustfield
Pat & Homer Luther
Dianne & Karl Lyon
Barbara & James Lyons
Elizabeth & Adam Maberty
Morgan Barry & Ben Mackay
Elizabeth MacLeod
Lin & Kip MacMillan
Andrea & Michael Mahoney
Gloria & Jim Marceli
Elizabeth Drapela & Steven Markason
Matthias Marklin
Emily & Martin Marks
Janet Marrott
Susan Marsh
Maryjane Martin
Suzanne Nelson & Lowell Martindale
Nancy Martino
Courtney & Chip Marvin
Linda & Steve Mason
Mary & Sandy Mason
Amy Day & Susan Matheson
Robert Matthews & James Mathieu
Leisl Mattson
Julie & Dan Matzke
Jenny Mawyer
Valerie May
Georgia Mayer
Julie & Kevin McAndrews
Nicky & Tom McCallum
T.J. & Sherry McCann
M. Paula McCann
Sara & Brendan McCarthy
Mary Ryan McCarthy
Nancy McCarthy
Carolyn & Terry McClellan
Joe McClendon
Thomas McClung
Ruth & Bill McClure
Corey McColl
Betty Loos & Gordon McConnell
Kat McConnell
Katherine McCormack
Susan & Dennis McCracken
Lucinda McCray
Katharine McCurdy
Karen & John McDaniel
Annabelle McGee
Devon Price & Sam McGee
Merry McGrail
Michael McGregor
Beverly McClusky
Anne & Cody McNees
Caroline McIntyre
Susan McKay
Pat McKibbin
Charman McLeod
Stull & Tony McNay
Kathleen & Terry Mcroberts
Sarah & McWhorter
Cathy & John McWilliams
Kathleen Osterman-Meisner
Kristen & Brian Melanson
Irene & Moe Melcion
Trisha Fairbairn & Scott Mellor
Linda & Dennis Melton
Michelle Jenkinson & Mitchell Menaker
Rachel Merrell
Ashley & John Merritt
Pam & Peter Mettler
Marion & Marc Milgram
Jessica & James Miller
Bobbie & John Miller
Roberta Miller
Timothy Miller
Dave Mills
Robert Minish
Dina Mishev
Pamela & Mark Mitchell
Doreen & Scott Mitchell
Judy Bradley & David Mitchell
Marcia & Jack Modestet
Kay Moey
Marylin & Louis Mogan
Ev Molyneaux
Carol Mongeluzi
Tom Montgomery
Mary Ann & Duncan Moore
Leanne & Bob Moore
Maggie Moore
Chris Moran
Stephen & Ruth Morgan
Ruth & Jim Morgan
Sue Morgan
William Morakoff
K.J. & Craig Morris
Sue & Stephen Morris
Sue Mortensen
Emily Mosdell
Patricia & Lawrence Motz
David Mousseau
Cathy Sue Munson
Johnee & Alex Musumcew
Erika & Julius Muschaweck
David Muskat
Pamela Naevae
Penny Nakamura
Edna & Bill Nash
Greg Nelson
Jolie & Chuck Nelson
Linda Nelson
Connie & Steve Nestler
Sharon & Neal Nethercott
Gretchen Neuman
Kimberly Nichols
Kristi & Brad Nelson
Anne Young & James Nelson
Ruth Noble
Genniss & Jim Nokes
Elie Nolan
Erin & Gopaul Noojibail
Eric Norborn
Barbara Nowak
June Nystrom
Nancy & Ted Oakley
Fran & Doug Ober
Susan Olsen
Mary Berard & Paul Offenbacher
Jean & O’Grod
Marlene & Michael Olin
Lois O’Neal
Patty O’Neil
Kathy & Mark Oppenhuizen
Piper Orton
John Osborne
Carol & Jere Overydike
Robyn Palis
Susie & Stuart Palmer
Lara & Pat Pappas
Kris Parin
Harper Lee & Dave Park
JB Park
Heather Horton & Roger Parker
Diane & Paul Parker
Carol & Alton Parker
Dee Parker
Karen Parrott
Inga Parsons
Marcia & Charles Parsons
Susan Patia
Kathleen Patrick
Marie Patty
Marne & Tony Paulus
Carol & John Peabody
Jim Peck
Deb Penk
Jenene & Robert Penland
Ellen & Charles Pepin
Claudia Perry
Claire Pescay
Kellie & Dan Peters
Anita & Robert Peterson
Joan Peterson
Ryan Peterson
Kelly Peterson
Suzanne & Clay Pettry
Pat & Frank Petrin
Dave Pfeifer
Jay & Beverly Pieper
Grace E. Pike
Carolyn & Robert Pisano
Frances & Daniel Pistorosi
Bonnie & Tom Pockat
Carol Polack
Ndliceranda Ponnamme
Carol & Steve Poole
Carolyn & Joel Porter
Angie & W. Woods Porter
Molly Porter
Leila & Peter Poutaline
Constance & Roger Powell
Susan & Michael Poynter
Elise Prayzich
Marcia Preston
Leeann Prichard
Peggy Prugh
Lucy & Herb Pruzan
Amy & Jeff Pryor
Camille Pyle
Marjorie Pyne
Patsy Rasmussen
Joseph Randolph
Mike Ranger
Pam & Jerry Rankin
Lucy & Toby Rankin
Betty Ratliff
Beth deHamel & Jim Ray
James Ray
John Ray
Bertram Raynes
Heather & John Reed
Patty Reilly
Dorothy Remington
Graf Reynolds
Allen Rhodes
Kathy Rhiner
Lee & Ed Riddell
Lisa Ridgway
Susan Rose
Christine & Walter Riker
Lynn Ringer
Nanette & Merrill Ritter
Lynn Fleisher & John Roberts
Carol Robinson
Sarah Rock
Larrie & Rocky Rockwell
Darcy & Edward Rodenbach
Amanda & Brett Roeder
Ila Rogers
Anna Romanosky
Chapman Root
Susan & Ron Rope
Kimberly Hetrick & Peter Rosenberg
Vicki & Michael Rosenberg
Betsy Glaser & Robert Ross
Maureen & Ira Ruth
Merris & David Royal
Carole Ruth
Robert Russo
Cynthia Rutter
Annie & Paul Ruttle
Sandra & J. R. Rutzick
Sherry Salier-Sander
Claudia & Dale Sanders
Julie & Paul Sandretto
Louisa & Christopher Sandvig
Linda & Bartlett Saunders
Theodore Sawyer
Judy & Frank Scarbrough
Marilyn Maier & Brent Schaffer
Jonathan Schechter
Marcella Leaton & Michael Schlegel
Deborah Schlinger
Carol & Chuck Schneebek
Deborah Schobel
Carol & Phil Schoner
THANK YOU TO OUR VOLUNTEERS!


INVEST IN YOUR MUSEUM: You can help with time and/or financial support in so many ways!

Make a DONATION.

BECOME an individual or business MEMBER.

Many companies MATCH GIFTS made to nonprofit organizations by employees.

Become a member of our Chiefs’ Legacy Circle by including a PLANNED GIFT in your estate.

For membership and financial gifts contact the Development Office (donations@wildlifeart.org, 307-732-5444).

If interested in volunteering contact Rachel Smith, Volunteer & Education Assistant (rsmith@wildlifeart.org, 307-732-5443).

2018-19 FISCAL YEAR MUSEUM STAFF

Kim Andrews  Accounting Associate  Tammi Hanawalt  Associate Curator of Art  Robert Mull  Security  Victor Tzompa-Hernandez  Custodian/Maintenance

Tiffany Bajor  Executive Assistant to the Museum Director  Joffa Kerr Chief Curator of Art  Debbie Phillips  Marketing Coordinator  Debra Vassar  Manager of Retail Operations

Gayle Bartlett  Museum Shop Associate  Carolyn Hawxhurst  Museum Shop Associate  Fallon Ryan  Development Coordinator  Marc Weimar  Security

Joe Bishop  Director of Facility & Security Services  Mike Hofhiens  Director of Operations  Steve Seamos  Museum Director  Emily Winters  Registrar

Margaret Creel  Development Associate  Lisa Holmes  Chief Financial Officer  Lisa Simmons-Jordan  Associate Curator of Education & Outreach  Taylor Woods  Marketing Manager

Luis Diaz  Security  Whitney Jensen  Museum Shop Supervisor  Rachel Smith  Volunteer & Education Assistant

Katy Fox  Programs & Events Assistant  Jane Lavino  Sugden Chief Curator of Education  Jennifer Tremby  Supervisor of Group Tours & Visitor Services

Elizabeth Frates  Preparator  Bob Martin  Security  Allie Tscheulin  Membership & Database Associate

Amy Goicoechea  Director of Programs & Events  Suzy May  Director of Development  Ernesto Tzompa-Hernandez  Custodian/Maintenance

Wendy Merrick  Events Manager  

OUR WISH LIST

$350: Fables, Feathers, and Fur art supplies

$1,000: Translate Museum App mobile tour into Native American and Spanish languages

$350: Animal costumes for Children’s Discovery Gallery

$2,500: Send a staff member to the American Alliance of Museums Annual Meeting & Museum Expo

$650: Archival storage boxes

$750: Member identification admission stickers

$800: Archival storage foam and tissue

$4,500: Underwrite summer Volunteer Appreciation Dinner

$1,000: Touchscreen computer for Clymer Studio

$10,000: A hydraulic lift for the loading dock

A passenger van (new or gently used) to transport artwork and guests